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Chipping away at privacy with radio
waves
By Christine Boese
CNN Headline News
Wednesday, April 21, 2004 Posted: 10:08 AM EDT (1408 GMT)

(CNN) -- Privacy advocates are
alarmed by a new technology that
might be able to monitor even the
tiniest aspects of our lives. It
comes in the form of Radio
Frequency Identification (RFID)
chips.
Knowing what toothpaste you use might
be worth millions to some company, and
the people who are spending that much on
research and development for these chips
are betting that it is.
Do these chips really amount to a
dangerous invasion of privacy, or are they
a harmless monitoring of insignificant facts
such as which razor blades we use?
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How do they work?
Most people haven't heard of RFID chips,
which can be woven into clothing or stuck
invisibly on toothpaste tubes.
These chips are small, inactive radio
transmitters -- but they don't actually
broadcast. They have one piece of
information on them: a serial number.
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When the RFID chip gets a certain radio signal, it perks up and sends its serial
number back to the master radio, to be recorded in a database.
The RFID chips are more sophisticated than barcodes on products and have more
potential uses. Currently, the range is short, so the radio that reads the RFID data
needs to be nearby. Eventually that range will expand. A single radio in a store could
monitor the entire inventory.
Some say consumers will eventually benefit from RFID, with personal readers to
identify the freshest loaf of bread in the supermarket, for instance. If you have a
chipped credit card, stores could automatically debit your account for whatever
products you walk out the door with, eliminating checkout counters.

Soon to be ubiquitous?
Does this mean one day some consumer product researcher could drive down your
street, take a reading, and get data on all the products in your home, even the things
you hide in the back of your closet ?
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That's what the privacy advocates fear. They want laws for the use of these chips,
before they are woven into the fabric of our consumer society.
But regardless of protests, the chips are coming.
Wal-Mart has mandated that its 100 top suppliers incorporate the chips on cartons
and pallets by January 2005.
The U.S. military is also going to RFID chips for its complex supply chain.
The chips could even be used in dental work to uniquely identify the various pieces of
hardware in your mouth.
Anybody heard of getting radio transmissions through your fillings?
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